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When Hell Freezes Over
Winter climbing on Fitzroy's Super Couloir

(Plate 2 Frontispiece)

T he four of us stood in a circle. I glanced around at Paul, Jim and Nick,
watching their eyes dart nervously from behind the narrow slits in

their Powerstretch masks. A four-man team is designed for comfort rather
than speed, and below Fitzroy's SOOOft Super Couloir, the temperature below
-20°C, comfort was what we needed. A familiar creeping chill moved
through us, reminding us that it was time to go; and so, picking up our
tools, we began climbing into the black void under the wide, starlit sky.

Ploughing upwards through deep powder we were soon swallowed up by
the narrow boiler-plate walls of the couloir. All around us, glimpsed in the
weak beams of our head torches, hung the flotsam of other attempts.
Bleached strips of tatty rope, hanging frozen and stiff from flakes like old
battle flags. Pegs, Friends and wires sprouted from the walls; a gallery of
half-forgotten climbs hung on the walls. It was too cold for neve, so we
moved together up snow-covered slabs for the first thousand feet. Fear and
doubt were soon replaced by the distraction of heavy rucksacks, worries
about cold feet, and the simple pleasures of climbing. The alpine horror
stories which surround this place soon receded as we got to grips not with
the myth but with the reality of the route. I reminded myself how much I
love the cold, as my hands and feet grew numb and my eyelids stuck to
each other each time I blinked. The light from the moon, silvery and dead,
shone down on the blank walls of Pier Giorgio. It felt unreal. The landscape
was so perfect, yet so harsh and alien. We could have been on another
world.

Each pitch was harder than the last, with snow giving way to old, fragile
ice. The couloir became narrower, the ice running down it no more than a
delicate vein of possibility. With one foot on ice, the other balanced on a
vertical band of loose diorite, we cautiously tapped our picks into the thicker
smears and hoped for the best, never sure we would reach a solid belay
before the rope ran out. Anchored to a poor screw and an old peg, I stood
on my side-points, trying not to put any weight on the belay as Paul made
slow progress up a 70° corner. With no protection between us save for the
belay, I forgot about my cold feet as I watched him scratch at the ice, carefully
piecing together a shaky sequence of delicate, balance moves up a foot
wide, inch-thick strip of ice. Jim and Nick eyeballed us from below, both
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cut and bruised from the ice we were sending down. Neither of them said
anything. All eyes were on Paul's crampons.

Without warning a hold broke as he weighted it, knocking me onto the
anchors as it whizzed past. Paul wobbled on one front point, the weight of
his rucksack unbalancing him. Then with extreme care he stacked his feet,
moved up, and regained his balance.

'The ice gets thicker up here and I can see a peg!' he shouted down in a
wobbly voice. I looked down at Jim and Nick and felt cheered by their
smiles of relief.

Twenty-four hours after crossing the bergschrund I fell onto my bruised
knees and hacked furiously at a tiny patch of frozen gravel which would be
my home for the night. We knew we were close, but experience told us that
we should stop and get a few hours of sleep instead of pushing any further
into the red. Getting to the summit could turn out to be the easy part.

Moving around, drunk with fatigue, each of us selfishly tried to
manufacture some luxury for ourselves in the overpowering cold: a sling to
wrap around our knees, a rucksack to stand in. We didn't ask for much.
Unroped, Paul snagged a crampon on Jim's sleeping mat and nearly fell
over the edge. They screamed at each other, but I was too tired to care. All
I wanted was the sanctuary of my sleeping bag and a hot drink. The
temperature dropped below -25°C. None of us had drunk more than half a
litre in the last 24 hours so, once in my bag, I forced myself to attempt to
get a brew on. Tired and strung out, Nick and Jim argued beside me, as I
sat with a numb bum and cold feet trying to stay awake long enough to
melt a pan of gritty stone-filled snow.

Jim sat next to me, slurping down some half-cooked noodles, passing
comment on their unusual gritty texture. Until this trip I'd never met Jim,
nor even heard of him for that matter, yet I was told that he could suffer.
On the flight from Britain he'd told the story of how he and a friend had
made an unsupported Alpine-style ascent of Denali via the South Buttress
and SE Spur. The ascent and descent, followed by the walk out to the
highway, had taken 28-days. I had asked him how you climb a route with
that much food and fuel. 'It basically involved carrying enormous rucksacks
and eating next to nothing, which was just as well as the food got soaked in
fuel anyway,' he explained. On the death march out, half starved and stalked
by bears, they had lost what little food they had left, along with most of
their equipment, while crossing the McKinley river. When they reached
the Alaskan highway they were more dead than alive.

'How's this compare?' I asked.
'That was nothing compared to this crazy trip,' said Jim as he cast the

gritty dregs of his noodles into the darkness.
I slept fitfully in the most ridiculously uncomfortable manner possible.

I didn't know whether the storm was real until I woke to find there was no
moon, no stars, only the unreal roar of the wind in the black emptiness of
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space above us. I swore loudly, waking the others. I knew we should head
down straight away before getting trapped, but with forty pitches below us
we couldn't turn back when we knew we were so close. With no time for
food and water, we decided to go for it, guessing that the weather might
hold off one more day. We all looked gripped, stuffmg our sleeping bags
into our packs, but we headed up into the storm, scratching together a line
through thin ice-streaked slabs and grooves that led out of the couloir. The
position was awesome, the climbing exhilarating and soon the storm didn't
seem so serious. This was no worse than a typical Scottish winter's day.

We were now high above the surrounding mountains, climbing fast,
looking down onto peaks that two days ago we looked up at in wonder.
Giant anvil-shaped clouds advanced quickly across the ice cap. I turned
away and tried to put the image out of my mind. Then we saw it, white
with hoar and incredibly close - the summit of Fitzroy. Moving together
we scrambled over huge icy blocks that led us out of the couloir and up to
a breche on the East Ridge. We held on tight as we pushed our heads into
the ferocious winds and looked down on Cerro Torre far below on the
other side. Unable to congratulate each other under the white noise of the
wind, we sheltered behind a block and waited for Nick and Jim, our faces
warmed by big stupid grins. All together again, Paul took a deep breath
and led an exposed pitch on chicken-heads out of the breche, traversing up
onto the north side of the ridge and back out of the wind. Gear flapping,
his ropes arcing out horizontally, he looked like a stunt man climbing out
onto the wing of a jumbo jet.

Once back in the shelter of the ridge we tiptoed out above the couloir,
traversing towards the final col from where we could scramble up to the
summit. It looked like we could be there in minutes, until we found our
traverse ended and we had to climb up onto the ridge to reach the col. Nick
went up but was soon back, unable to breathe in the wind let alone climb.
It was 4.30pm and already the sky was growing darker as we huddled
together, aware that it would be impossible to reach the summit in this
wind. All we could do was sit it out, gambling that in the morning the
wind might abate enough to let us make a dash for the summit.

Scrambling down to a patch of ice perched above the one and a half
kilometre drop to the glacier, we began hacking out a ledge for our tiny
three-person bivvy tent. Within a few minutes of squeezing inside, the flimsy
fabric strained against its ice-screw moorings as the first titanic gust of wind
hit us. As the wind moved around and began to blast our side of the
mountain, we realised we were trapped until the storm blew itself out or
we were blown off the mountain.

The night was long and terrible. Dawn arrived but the wind only
intensified. I suggested that we should fight our way down while we still
had some energy but the others out-voted me, saying we should stay where
we were. Fear gave way to numb resignation and we began to shout out
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stories of other epics we'd come through. Paul told a story about being
trapped in a windstorm for ten days deep in the wastes of Antarctica.

'The tent was made from double ventile, had four poles made out of
scaffolding tubing, and weighed about 100 pounds. We couldn't get out of
the tent. All we could do was lay there listening to the stitches pop one by
one. When the storm finally passed and we packed up the tent, we found
all four poles were bent in the direction of the wind. '

'It was nothing like this.'
After seventeen hours the conversation slipped from epics to the mundane

and inevitably to sex. Nick began describing his difficult love life, telling a
story of how once, on a climbing trip to Poland, he had been propositioned
by a beautiful, famous ballet dancer in Warsaw. 'She was gorgeous, but I
already had a girlfriend in England and I told her I couldn't be unfaithful.'

'Did you tell your girlfriend about it?" asked Jim, as the wind slowly
withdrew and the mountain became almost silent.

'Yeah, when I got home and rang her to tell her how faithful I'd been, she
told me she'd met someone else and it was over!'

In our heightened state of fear we started to laugh hysterically as the
wind returned stronger than ever and began tearing into the tent. With
tears rolling down our cheeks we were laughing not only at Nick's lack of
luck with women but at the thought of four crazy men talking about sex
and ballerinas while trapped on Fitzroy in winter. It was then that the tent
began to rip apart.

One minute we were in our sleeping bags laughing, the next we were
screaming as the tent started to fill with spindrift and then began to
disintegrate around us. My sleeping bag turned into an icy windsock as I
quickly stuffed it into my rucksack and squeezed out into the raging storm,
holding on to a tangle of frozen ropes as the wind roared in triumph. Hoar
frost instantly covered everything. I watched as Nick and then the others
appeared, each face hidden behind multiple balaclavas and goggles, all of
us dressed in our huge belay parkas.

The summit was totally irrelevant now as, with gravity seemingly reversed,
we found ourselves at the top working out how to climb downwards.
Holding on to anything we could, we slowly retraced our steps towards the
breche and the couloir, down-climbing and lowering each other in order to
avoid letting go of the ends of the rope.We arrived at the top of the couloir
and clung onto the rocks while we set up the first abseil into the maelstrom
below. We had no idea where the other descent routes were, so we had no
choice but to go back down the way we had come. We knew full well that
in its narrow confines and with the force of the storm magnified tenfold,
there was no chance of escape. As Paul lowered me down towards where
we thought the last belay was, I remembered reading how Gino Buscaini
had once seen a tornado in the couloir, and wondered what horrors waited
for us below and whether I was strong enough to face them.
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Watches froze, time stopped for all of us as we slowly descended. Each
of us was alone with his fears. There was nothing to say and very little
chance of anyone hearing it anyway. We thought no further than the next
rappel and blessed our gods each time the ropes came down.

Trying to avoid a dog-leg on our ascent route, we risked a faster plumb
line down blank walls: quicker, but totally committing. We could only guess
where we were, the walls now uniformly white with feathered hoar, thick
boiling cloud swirling all around us. At one belay, four of us hung from a
small loose flake and a single blade. We knew there was worse to come and
accepted it for the chance it gave. Unwilling to break out the two other
ropes and risk them becoming stiff and frozen too soon, we descended
slowly, rejoined the couloir and scratched across the wall to a familiar belay.
Once all there, we stayed silent until we retrieved the ropes and then relaxed
a little; now we had a familiar road to travel. I took a photo and Jim smiled.

'I think it should be about 30 pitches from here,' Nick said as he slowly
lowered Paul into the upwards-driven hail. Moments later the wind dropped
for a second and we were immediately blasted by express trains of spindrift.
Resigned to our misery, the three of us hung limply off the belay as Paul
searched below for another anchor. All of us were half buried in the swelling
tide of snow. Nick and Jim once had to descend from the Hummingbird
Ridge in a storm after Jim had dropped one of his plastic boots on an open
bivvy. They thought the descent was total death, but they had no choice.
Two days later they made it down. I shouted over to Nick and asked if this
was like the Hummingbird. He looked at me blankly and said nothing.
Only the rude arrival of night signalled that time was still passing. The
world was now no bigger than the flickering circle of light from our
headlamps. We had lost count of the number of rappels we'd made.

Fourteen hours since this hellish descent began, I climbed down alone,
too cold to wait my turn on the endless rappels. Barely in control, slipping
and arresting, my headlamp almost as dead as my brain, I heard another
pulse of wind break against the face. I stopped in my tracks, as I waited for
it to pass. The sound was utterly terrifying, bringing back dark memories
of being washed out to sea as a child. Only I know that Dad wasn't here to
fish me out. I leant into the slope to rest my back, pressed my head into the
snow for a second and wondered how far I was from the bergschrund.

Without warning a spindrift avalanche pores over me, choking and
blinding. I panic, slip and disappear into a soft helter-skelter of snow that
swooshes me down into the darkness below. I come to rest just over the
bergschrund and crawl away, too exhausted to think myself lucky. Jim
catches me up and passes on by, wrapped in his own sense of survival. I get
to my feet and stagger along behind the others into the night, glad of their
tracks. I no longer care each time the wind knocks me over; it's lost and
we've won. I've rationed my energy well, but now the dial has hit empty
and my body has started to stall. Purged of emotion, no more feeling of
self, I now know why it is written that Patagonia is the eater of men.
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The wind blew us back towards our base camp - four alpine zombies.
A couple of hundred yards further and we'd soon find our nylon oasis.
This thought was the only power source we had left, and already in our
dimly lit minds we were drinking tea and laughing about how wild all this
had been. We knelt in a circle in the snow where our tent had been, the
wind whipping through its tattered remains. I was too dehydrated to cry
and I knew that frozen eyes would only add to my pain. So in the darkness
and the storm I found a spade to dig a snow hole and walked out into the
night.



2. When hell freezes over. Mick Lewis suffering on pitch 40 of Fitzroy's
Supercouloir, in Patagonia. (Andy Kirkpatrick) (P88)
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